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Puzzle 697 – Wordominoes 11 
Tim Croce, club72.wordpress.com 
 

This crossword has three sets of clues instead of the usual two. Answers go into the grid below in three 
different ways: in cages, which are the 16 numbered rectangular boxes bounded by the bold lines, in rows 
and in columns. The answers for the clues in the “cages” list go in their corresponding numbered cage: they 
are all to be entered clockwise, one letter per square, but their starting positions in the cages are for you to 
determine. The clues for the rows and for the columns are listed by row randomly and by column 
randomly; each row or column has one, two or three answers, minimum three letters long, to be entered in 
the order they are given. For example, given the set of clues “Obtained; Without cost; Not cold” in the “rows” 
section, you would enter GOTFREEHOT in a particular row. When this grid is filled, you’ll have words 
running three ways: clockwise around the cages, left to right in the rows, and top to bottom in the columns.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CAGES 
1. Climactic moment for action 

2. Round the bases after a homer, in slang 

3. Flexible cell phone protector 

4. Insignificant little twerps 

5. Sheets, pillowcases, etc., collectively 

6. Wait till controversy passes, say 

7. More like good meringue 

8. Demonstrated 

9. Cohabited (with) 

10. Big, sloppy kiss on the cheek 

11. Lined up 

12. Lots of marchers are in it 

13. Generators of sparks 

14. Kitschy Old West-y souvenir photos 

15. Ancient sacred insect 

16. "Burn!" 

 

 

 

 

 

ROWS 
 9-digit no. issuer; Word with sand or 

bath; Screen numbers, for short 

 Flipped the hell out; Noise that's all 

abuzz 

 Made a lap; It's all abuzz; Zany 

 What a fastball hits; Andean camelids 

 School that built Dorney Lake for 2012 

Olympics meets; Record producer's 

asset; Fruity drink, informally 

 Football meas.; =; Candy "animal" 

 Sega Genesis rival, for short; "Rugrats" 

pun-named boy _____ Pickles; "like srsly 

man?" 

 "It wasn't for lack of effort"; "You need 

to go!" 

 A nasty insult can hurt it; "That hurt!"; 

Ending for Japan, but not Korea 

 Adrenaline syringe, informally; Look 

carefully around; Windows key neighbor 

 

 

 

COLUMNS 
 MLB's Guardians, as of '22; "How about 

this _____?"; Figure shown at a tee 

 First of two rhyming Spanish words in a 

Paul Anka title; Sparks, as unrest 

 Itty-bitty: Suffix; Dat location?; 

"Individual mandate" law, for short 

 Class-to-class connectors; Teeny 

"marsh" songbirds 

 "Mom" pair; Tea temperature test; Farm 

flock members 

 Mood music genre?; "Careful there, 

horsey!"; "Pound it!" gesture 

 Seminal John Coltrane 1960 album 

 Wolverine relative; Crossword-friendly 

ancient region in modern Turkey 

 Kind of fly or bunt; TB or BAL rival; Total 

stud of an older dude, in slang 

 Where to lay money on a race: Abbr.; 

"The Greatest" singer with Kendrick 

Lamar; Runway overrun investigators, 

briefly 


